Back in the day, in Maywood I'll lived Bob. Now, Bob had grew up in the mid 60's on the west side of Chicago where he attended both grade school and high school, graduated and some yrs later started his own business painting cars...

Business was not his best but it got him off. During Bob's teenaged days he and a few friends of his, phony Marshall, Tom Slick, and Natty Bob, hung out tough, this is where Bob picked up his habit which is showing up herein. The boys would dress up like business men as down town business men would dress up like business men and pick pockets the working class, this is how they supported their habit.

As the boys grew to become men, each branch to go in different directions meaning in and out of jail. For phony Marshall, Tom Slick, and Natty Bob, as they now rob the hood known dope petty to support their habit now... And the boy families in the hood went their heads.

Like the rest of Bob's crew he never kicked his habit of shooting dopes and he has only died.
Dumb reasons why but its main reason was “beauty.”

This woman was the face of Vanessa Williams and the body of a pin-up girl. With a week to mean men turn straight and straight women become bi-sexual for just that moment, and yes... beauty is her name.

Rob had to have something to tame this woman and the dope dick keep her in line...


Now, one day Rob was on his way to spend a few bucks to normal on his favorite dope spot on Hanover. However, when Rob got here he found that the normal crew wasn’t out today. So something was not right so Rob hit the block and as he suspected the spot was being worked by under cover sick boys...

This forced Rob to go elsewhere to buy some buds so he went on Kedzie and Lexington. Where this spot had the normal setting for a dope spot, young dudes with a few hypes plus it was also known to have some hard “D” too from time to time, so Rob handed 5 rabs from the joint and headed back home...

When Rob got home his found beauty still asleep as usual... writing on her normal fix and Rob with his normal routine left two bars on the night stand for her and off to work he went. Rob hadn’t open his bars yet because he had a few bars left over.
from the day before so dope sick he was not...

The afternoon hours has came and it's the top of the hour 12:00 p.m. and Bob is in his office tuning in on the local news, the new program opened up with a developing story concerning a bad batch of heroin that's been said on the westside of Chicago and it has a list of known dope spots with this alleged batch and Bob face has dropped as he knows that he just this morning has bought from one of the listed spots and beauty in no doubt in his mind has snorted at least one of those bars...

Bob races through traffic, bust through the front door strait to the bedroom to find the inebriated beauty unresponsive...

Silence fills the air as the doctors enter the within room, Mrs. Jone... yes! She's font make it. A sigh of relief fills the room... News has spread quick about beauty so to no surprise phony marshall Tom slick, after Bob has shown up and shown up with revenge in their hearts.

Yes, this there has been keeping a low profile as they have been getting alot of beat of late from some names they'd been robbed and those individuals some
from the same spot where Bob bought the 8 that
almost killed beauty.

After Bob ran this by Bob: Hi there, we know the
nights that's behind this, what you wanna do...? Bob
knew exactly what this meant... See, it wasn't the
action shit that made Bob part ways with his crew
it was the stick up robberies of the known pimps
and hustlers in the hood that made Bob start out no one
night had changed Bob's life forever... But for this,
Bob was willing to let them palm off again.

Bin chris H.R.A. Bin heavy has the hood now!
Bin chris was a hustler from the mid 80's whom
the boys used to resent back then, he later with his money
began to recruit shooters for known Robin's crews
such as the outlaws (OL), Bob's crew at the time) these
guys are hitmen, mainly because they don't die. They just
multiply, therefore, Bin chris uses numbers very well, as
the size of his pockets keeps his reach loom...

After Bob took unfair advantage of situation and
but they needed their general back. Bob was master mind
at plotting, shit out, and very patient...

The outlaws went to work! Robin! All the joints
that had Bin heavy hands in... Bin heavy then turned
the hotel up and caught the men one by one. Tom slick
was on his way to take him moms to church and before
he got to his destination 14 shots left his body num...

Bates bob and phony marshall got caught in a
shoot-out after trying to get money from robbery
bars. Bob had his boys set the boys up... Kim had not
a call from Bob's heady. This call was to inform her that
the knowing her in order was allowing Bates Bob and phony
marshall to hand out at her place and if she wanted to
come herself to follow their instructions or else. The men
on these robbery cases had come up with $50,000 cash and
another $250,000 in drugs and Bacon said the next
Bates trusted Kim and without Bob knowledge of
where the info came from, nor the overall layout. The men
went in blinds with phony marshall, they met there maker
that night...

Bates had went by and for his heavy things were
back to normal. Big heavy had a love for strippers and
his parties like a rock star... W.P. L. was hosting, it
father's day event. It consist of 20 strippers... All the
Top-notch hoes was there and they attract all the bodies.
Big heavy and his men were in the building own them.
This one lady had climbed on thing to thing fat fellas and
he enjoyed every minute. Big heavy took the mistress
was she on the clock and her response was money can
make your world as round, bid heavy then escorted her to the outside tellin' his security he was good they both slid into the side doors of the van, 3 in heavy hot ass hole naked awaiting his sexual favor from this lady whom he just have 2500 to only to start to feel woozy, num, and the sound of doors openin' the van startin' up and a man and a woman drivin' him away, after fuckin' him his dream he got a good look at his captors it was Rob and Beauty... yep! she still had it, after recoverin' from her sickness she kicked the habit and this brought her back to life and now she is about to take down one of the biggest street minors in the city and nobody knows her name. Rob put this plan into affect after the men not took down. The info on Bid Henry got on his likes brought Rob to placin' beauty in this situation and now revenge is sweet...